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Finnish, Turkish and Hungarian. However,
Koskenniemi himself understood that his initial
implementation had signi ant limitations in
handling non- on atenative morphota ti proesses:

Abstra t

Finite-state morphology in the general tradition
of the Two-Level and Xerox implementations
has proved very su essful in the produ tion
of robust morphologi al analyzer-generators, inluding many large-s ale ommer ial systems.
However, it has long been re ognized that
these implementations have serious limitations
in handling non- on atenative phenomena. We
des ribe a new te hnique for onstru ting nitestate transdu ers that involves reapplying the
regular-expression ompiler to its own output.
Implemented in an algorithm alled ompilerepla e, this te hnique has proved useful for
handling non- on atenative phenomena; and we
demonstrate it on Malay full-stem redupli ation
and Arabi stem interdigitation.
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\Only restri ted in xation and redupli ation an be handled adequately
with the present system. Some extensions or revisions will be ne essary for
an adequate des ription of languages
possessing extensive in xation or redupli ation" (Koskenniemi, 1983, 27).
This limitation has of ourse not es aped the noti e of various reviewers, e.g. Sproat(1992). We
shall argue that the morphota ti limitations of
the traditional implementations are the dire t
result of relying solely on the on atenation operation in morphota ti des ription.
We des ribe a te hnique, within the Xerox
implementation of nite-state morphology, that
orre ts the limitations at the sour e, going beyond on atenation to allow the full range of
nite-state operations to be used in morphota ti des ription. Regular-expression des riptions
are ompiled into nite-state automata or transdu ers ( olle tively alled networks) as usual,
and then the ompiler is re-applied to its own
output, produ ing a modi ed but still nitestate network. This te hnique, implemented
in an algorithm alled ompile-repla e, has
already proved useful for handling Malay fullstem redupli ation and Arabi stem interdigitation, whi h will be des ribed below. Before
illustrating these appli ations, we will rst outline our general approa h to nite-state morphology.

Introdu tion

Most natural languages onstru t words by onatenating morphemes together in stri t orders.
Su h \ on atenative morphota ti s" an be impressively produ tive, espe ially in agglutinative languages like Aymara (Figure 11 ) or Turkish, and in agglutinative/polysyntheti languages like Inuktitut (Figure 2)(Mallon, 1999,
2). In su h languages a single word may ontain as many morphemes as an average-length
English senten e.
Finite-state morphology in the tradition of
the Two-Level (Koskenniemi, 1983) and Xerox
implementations (Karttunen, 1991; Karttunen,
1994; Beesley and Karttunen, 2000) has been
very su essful in implementing large-s ale,
robust and eÆ ient morphologi al analyzergenerators for on atenative languages, in luding the ommer ially important European languages and non-Indo-European examples like
1

I wish to thank Stuart Newton for this example.
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Lexi al: uta+ma+na-ka+p+xa+sama ha-i+wa
Surfa e: uta ma n ka p xa sama h i wa
uta
= house (root)
+ma
= 2nd person possessive
+na
= in
-ka
= (lo ative, verbalizer)
+p
= plural
+xa
= perfe t aspe t
+sama ha = "apparently"
-i
= 3rd person
+wa
= topi marker

Figure 1: Aymara:

utamankapxasama hiwa

= "it appears that they are in your house"

Lexi al: Paris+mut+nngau+juma+niraq+lauq+sima+nngit+junga
Surfa e: Pari mu nngau juma nira lauq sima nngit tunga
Paris
+mut
+nngau
+juma
+niraq
+lauq
+sima
+nngit
+junga

Figure 2: Inuktitut:
Paris"
2
2.1

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(root = Paris)
terminalis ase ending
go (verbalizer)
want
de lare (that)
past
(added to -lauq- indi ates "distant past")
negative
1st person sing. present indi (nonspe ifi )

Parimunngaujumaniralauqsimanngittunga

= \I never said I wanted to go to
ANALYSES

Finite-State Morphology
Analysis and Generation

In the most theory- and implementation-neutral
form, morphologi al analysis and generation of
written words an be modeled as a relation
between the words themselves and analyses of
those words. Computationally, as shown in Figure 3, a bla k-box module maps from words to
analyses to e e t Analysis, and from analyses
to words to e e t Generation.
The basi laim or hope of the nite-state approa h to natural-language morphology is that
relations like that represented in Figure 3 are in
fa t regular relations, i.e. relations between two
regular languages. The surfa e language onsists of strings (= words = sequen es of symbols) written a ording to some de ned orthography. In a ommer ial appli ation for a natural
language, the surfa e language to be modeled
is usually a given, e.g. the set of valid Fren h
words as written a ording to standard Fren h

ANALYZER/
GENERATOR

WORDS

Figure 3: Morphologi al Analysis/Generation
as a Relation between Analyses and Words
orthography. The lexi al language again onsists of strings, but strings designed a ording
to the needs and taste of the linguist, representing analyses of the surfa e words. It is sometimes onvenient to design these lexi al strings
to show all the onstituent morphemes in their
morphophonemi form, separated and identi ed
as in Figures 1 and 2. In other appli ations,
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Figure 4: Compilation of a Regular Expression into an
Languages
it may be useful to design the lexi al strings
to ontain the traditional di tionary itation
form, together with linguist-sele ted \tag" symbols like +Noun, +Verb, +SG, +PL, that onvey
ategory, person, number, tense, mood, ase,
et . Thus the lexi al string representing paie,
the rst-person singular, present indi ative form
of the Fren h verb payer (\to pay"), might be
spelled payer+IndP+SG+P1+Verb. The tag symbols are stored and manipulated just like alphabeti symbols, but they have multi hara ter
print names.
If the relation is nite-state, then it an be
de ned using the metalanguage of regular expressions; and, with a suitable ompiler, the
regular expression sour e ode an be ompiled
into a nite-state transdu er (fst), as shown in
Figure 4, that implements the relation omputationally. Following onvention, we will often
refer to the upper proje tion of the fst, representing analyses, as the lexi al language, a set
of lexi al strings; and we will refer to the lower
proje tion as the surfa e language, onsisting
of surfa e strings. There are ompelling advantages to omputing with su h nite-state mahines, in luding mathemati al elegan e, exibility, and for most natural-language appli ations, high eÆ ien y and data- ompa tion.
One omputes with fsts by applying them,
in either dire tion, to an input string. When
one su h fst that was written for Fren h is applied in an upward dire tion to the surfa e word
maisons (\houses"), it returns the related string
maison+Fem+PL+Noun, onsisting of the itation
form and tag symbols hosen by a linguist to
onvey that the surfa e form is a feminine noun
in the plural form. A single surfa e string an
be related to multiple lexi al strings, e.g. ap-

fst

that Maps between Two Regular

plying this fst in an upward dire tion to surfa e string suis produ es the four related lexi al
strings shown in Figure 5. Su h ambiguity of
surfa e strings is very ommon.
e^tre+IndP+SG+P1+Verb
suivre+IndP+SG+P2+Verb
suivre+IndP+SG+P1+Verb
suivre+Imp+SG+P2+Verb

Figure 5: Multiple Analyses for suis
Conversely, the very same fst an be applied
in a downward dire tion to a lexi al string like
^etre+IndP+SG+P1+Verb to return the related
surfa e string suis ; su h transdu ers are inherently bidire tional. Ambiguity in the downward
dire tion is also possible, as in the relation of
the lexi al string payer+IndP+SG+P1+Verb (\I
pay") to the surfa e strings paie and paye, whi h
are in fa t valid alternate spellings in standard
Fren h orthography.
2.2

Morphota ti s and Alternations

There are two hallenges in modeling natural
language morphology:
 Morphota ti s
 Phonologi al/Orthographi al Alternations

Finite-state morphology models both using
regular expressions. The sour e des riptions
may also be written in higher-level notations
(e.g. lex (Karttunen, 1993), twol (Karttunen and Beesley, 1992) and Repla e Rules
(Karttunen, 1995; Karttunen, 1996; Kempe and
Karttunen, 1996)) that are simply helpful shorthands for regular expressions and that ompile,
using their dedi ated ompilers, into nite-state
3
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Figure 6: Creation of a Lexi al Transdu er
fst with the rule fst representing the regular
morphologi al alternations in English.
For the sake of larity, Figure 7 represents the
upper (= lexi al) and the lower (= surfa e) side
of the ar label separately on the opposite sides
of the ar . In the remaining diagrams, we use
a more ompa t notation: the upper and the
lower symbol are ombined into a single label
of the form upper:lower if the symbols are distin t. A single symbol is used for an identity
pair. In the standard notation, the path in Figure 7 is labeled as
b i g 0:g +Adj:0 0:e +Comp:r.
Lexi al transdu ers are more eÆ ient for
analysis and generation than the lassi al twolevel systems (Koskenniemi, 1983) be ause the
morphota ti s and the morphologi al alternations have been pre ompiled and need not be
onsulted at runtime. But it would be possible in prin iple, and perhaps advantageous for
some purposes, to view the regular expressions
de ning the morphology of a language as an unompiled \virtual network". All the nite-state
operations ( on atenation, union, interse tion,
omposition, et .) an be simulated by an apply routine at runtime.
Most languages build words by simply stringing morphemes (pre xes, roots and suÆxes)
together in stri t orders.
The morphota ti (word-building) pro esses of pre xation and suÆxation an be straightforwardly
modeled in nite state terms as on atenation. But some natural languages also exhibit non- on atenative morphota ti s. Sometimes the languages themselves are alled \nonon atenative languages", but most employ signi ant on atenation as well, so the term \not
ompletely on atenative" (Lavie et al., 1988)
is usually more appropriate.

networks. In pra ti e, the most ommonly separated modules are a lexi on fst, ontaining
lexi al strings, and a separately written set of
rule fsts that map from the strings in the lexi on to properly spelled surfa e strings. The
lexi on des ription de nes the morphota ti s of
the language, and the rules de ne the alternations. The separately ompiled lexi on and rule
fsts an subsequently be omposed together as
in Figure 6 to form a single \lexi al transdu er"
(Karttunen et al., 1992) that ould have been
de ned equivalently, but perhaps less perspi uously and less eÆ iently, with a single regular
expression.
In the lexi al transdu ers built at Xerox, the
strings on the lower side of the transdu er are
in e ted surfa e forms of the language. The
strings on upper side of the transdu er ontain the itation forms of ea h morpheme and
any number of tag symbols that indi ate the
in e tions and derivations of the orresponding surfa e form. For example, the information
that the omparative of the adje tive big is bigger might be represented in the English lexi al
transdu er by the path (= sequen e of states
and ar s) in Figure 7 where the zeros represent epsilon symbols.2 The gemination of g and
Lexi al side:
b

i

g

0

+Adj

0

+Comp

b

i

g

g

0

e

r

Surfa e side:

Figure 7: A Path in a Transdu er for English
the epentheti al e in the surfa e form bigger result from the omposition of the original lexi on
2
The epsilon symbols and their pla ement in the
string are not signi ant. We will ignore them whenever it is onvenient.
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In Arabi , for example, pre xes and suÆxes
atta h to stems in the usual on atenative way,
but stems themselves are formed by a pro ess
known informally as interdigitation; while in
Malay, noun plurals are formed by a pro ess
known as full-stem redupli ation. Although
Arabi and Malay also in lude pre xation and
suÆxation that are modeled straightforwardly
by on atenation, a omplete lexi on annot be
obtained without non- on atenative pro esses.
We will pro eed with des riptions of how
Malay redupli ation and Semiti stem interdigitation are handled in nite-state morphology
using the new ompile-repla e algorithm.
3

*:a
*:0
a:0
*:0

Figure 9: After the Appli ation of CompileRepla e
The ompile-repla e algorithm is essentially
a variant of a simple re ursive-des ent opying
routine. It expe ts to nd delimited regularexpression substrings on a given side (upper or
lower) of the network. Until an opening delimiter ^[ is en ountered, the algorithm onstru ts
a opy of the path it is following. If the network ontains no regular-expression substrings,
the result will be a opy of the original network.
When a ^[ is en ountered, the algorithm looks
for a losing ^℄ and extra ts the path between
the delimiters to be handled in a spe ial way:

Compile-Repla e

The entral idea in our approa h to the modeling of non- on atenative pro esses is to dene networks using regular expressions, as before; but we now de ne the strings of an intermediate network so that they ontain appropriate substrings that are themselves in the
format of regular expressions. The ompilerepla e algorithm then reapplies the regularexpression ompiler to its own output, ompiling the regular-expression substrings in the intermediate network and repla ing them with the
result of the ompilation.
To take a simple non-linguisti example, Figure 8 represents a network that maps the regular expression a* into ^[a*^℄; that is, the same
expression en losed between two spe ial delimiters, ^[ and ^℄, that mark it as a regularexpression substring.
0:^[

a

*

0:a

a

1. The symbols along the indi ated side of the
path are on atenated into a string and
eliminated from the path leaving just the
symbols on the opposite side.
2. A separate network is reated that ontains
the modi ed path.
3. The extra ted string is ompiled into a
se ond network with the standard regularexpression ompiler.
4. The two networks are ombined into a single one using the rossprodu t operation.
5. The result is spli ed between the states representing the origin and the destination of
the regular-expression path.

0:^]

Figure 8: A Network with a Regular-Expression
Substring on the Lower Side

After the spe ial treatment of the regularexpression path is nished, normal pro essing
is resumed in the destination state of the losing ^℄ ar . For example, the result shown in
Figure 9 represents the rossprodu t of the two
networks shown in Figure 10.

The appli ation of the ompile-repla e algorithm to the lower side of the network eliminates the markers, ompiles the regular expression a* and maps the upper side of the path
to the language resulting from the ompilation.
The network reated by the operation is shown
in Figure 9.
When applied in the \upward" dire tion, the
transdu er in Figure 9 maps any string of the
in nite a* language into the regular expression
from whi h the language was ompiled.

a

*

a

Figure 10: Networks Illustrating Steps 2 and 3
of the Compile-Repla e Algorithm
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Lexi al:
b a g i +Noun +Plural
Surfa e: ^[ { b a g i }
^ 2 ^℄
Lexi al:
p e l a b u h a n +Noun +Plural
Surfa e: ^[ { p e l a b u h a n }
^ 2 ^℄

Figure 11: Two Paths in the Initial Malay Transdu er De ned via Con atenation
In this simple example, the upper language of
the original network in Figure 8 is identi al to
the regular expression that is ompiled and repla ed. In the linguisti appli ations presented
in the next se tions, the two sides of a regularexpression path ontain di erent strings. The
upper side ontains morphologi al information;
the regular-expression operators appear only on
the lower side and are not present in the nal
result.
3.1

strings in L. On the assumption that there are
only a nite number of words subje t to redupli ation (no free ompounding), it is possible
to onstru t a lexi al transdu er for languages
su h as Malay. We will show a simple and elegant way to do this with stri tly nite-state
operations.
To understand the general solution to fullstem redupli ation using the ompile-repla e algorithm requires a bit of ba kground. In the
regular expression al ulus there are several operators that involve on atenation. For example, if A is a regular expression denoting a language or a relation, A* denotes zero or more and
A+ denotes one or more on atenations of A with
itself. There are also operators that express a
xed number of on atenations. In the Xerox
al ulus, expressions of the form A^n, where n is
an integer, denote n on atenations of A. fab g
denotes the on atenation of symbols a, b, and
. We also employ ^[ and ^℄ as delimiter symbols around regular-expression substrings.
The redupli ation of any string w an then
be notated as {w}^2, and we start by de ning
a network where the lower-side strings are built
by simple on atenation of a pre x ^[, a root
en losed in bra es, and an overt-plural suÆx ^2
followed by the losing ^℄. Figure 11 shows the
paths for two Malay plurals in the initial network.
The ompile-repla e algorithm, applied to the
lower-side of this network, re ognizes ea h individual delimited regular-expression substring
like ^[{bagi}^2^℄, ompiles it, and repla es it
with the result of the ompilation, here bagibagi. The same pro ess applies to the entire
lower-side language, resulting in a network that
relates pairs of strings su h as the ones in Figure 12. This provides the desired solution, still
nite-state, for analyzing and generating fullstem redupli ation in Malay.4

Redupli ation

Traditional Two-Level implementations are already apable of des ribing some limited
redupli ation and in xation as in Tagalog
(Antworth, 1990, 156{162). The more hallenging phenomenon is variable-length redupliation, as found in Malay and the losely related
Indonesian language.
An example of variable-length full-stem redupli ation o urs with the Malay stem bagi,
whi h means \bag" or \suit ase"; this form is
in fa t number-neutral and an translate as the
plural. Its overt plural is phonologi ally bagi3
bagi, formed by repeating the stem twi e in a
row. Although this pluralization pro ess may
appear on atenative, it does not involve onatenating a predi table pluralizing morpheme,
but rather opying the pre eding stem, whatever it may be and however long it may be.
Thus the overt plural of pelabuhan (\port"), itself a derived form, is phonologi ally pelabuhanpelabuhan.
Produ tive redupli ation annot be des ribed
by nite-state or even ontext-free formalisms.
It is well known that the opy language, fww
j w  Lg, where ea h word ontains two opies
of the same string, is a ontext-sensitive language. However, if the \base" language L is
nite, we an onstru t a nite-state network
that en odes L and the redupli ations of all the
3
In the standard orthography, su h redupli ated
words are written with a hyphen, e.g. bagi-bagi, that
we will ignore for this example.

4
It is well-known (M Carthy and Prin e, 1995) that
redupli ation an be a more omplex phenomenon than
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Lexi al: b a g i
+Noun +Plural
Surfa e: b a g i b a g i
Lexi al: p e l a b u h a n
+Noun +Plural
Surfa e: p e l a b u h a n p e l a b u h a n

Figure 12: The Malay fst After the Appli ation of Compile-Repla e to the Lower-Side Language
The spe ial delimiters ^[ and ^℄ an be
used to surround any appropriate regularexpression substring, using any ne essary
regular-expression operators, and ompilerepla e may be applied to the lower-side and/or
upper-side of the network as desired. There
is nothing to stop the linguist from inserting
delimiters multiple times, in luding via omposition, and reapplying ompile-repla e multiple
times (see the Appendix). The te hnique implemented in ompile-repla e is a general way
of allowing the regular-expression ompiler to
reapply to and modify its own output.
3.2
3.2.1

Semiti

CVVCVC and ui to produ e kuutib, the root drs
an ombine with CVCVC and ui to form duris,

and so forth.
Kay (1987) reformalized the autosegmental
tiers of M Carthy (1981) as proje tions of a
multi-level transdu er and wrote a small Prologbased prototype that handled the interdigitation of roots, CV-templates and vo alizations
into abstra t Arabi stems; this general approa h, with multi-tape transdu ers, has been
explored and extended by Kiraz in several papers (1994a; 1996; 1994b; 2000) with respe t to
Syria and Arabi . The implementation is des ribed in Kiraz and Grimley-Evans (1999).
In work more dire tly related to the urrent
solution, it was Kataja and Koskenniemi (1988)
who rst demonstrated that Semiti (Akkadian)
roots and patterns5 ould be formalized as regular languages, and that the non- on atenative
interdigitation of stems ould be elegantly formalized as the interse tion of those regular languages. Thus Akkadian words were formalized
as onsisting of morphemes, some of whi h were
ombined together by interse tion and others of
whi h were ombined via on atenation.
This was the key insight: morphota ti des ription ould employ various nite-state operations, not just on atenation; and languages
that required only on atenation were just speial ases. By extension, the widely noti ed limitations of early nite-state implementations in
dealing with non- on atenative morphota ti s
ould be tra ed to their dependen e on the onatenation operation in morphota ti des riptions.
This insight of Kataja and Koskenniemi was
applied by Beesley in a large-s ale morphologial analyzer for Arabi , rst using an implementation that simulated the interse tion of stems
in ode at runtime (Beesley, 1989; Beesley et
al., 1989; Beesley, 1990; Beesley, 1991), and ran

Stem Interdigitation

Review of Earlier Work

Mu h of the work in non- on atenative nitestate morphota ti s has been dedi ated to handling Semiti stem interdigitation. An example
of interdigitation o urs with the Arabi stem
katab, whi h means \wrote". A ording to an
in uential autosegmental analysis (M Carthy,
1981), this stem onsists of an all- onsonant
root ktb whose general meaning has to do with
writing, an abstra t onsonant-vowel template
CVCVC, and a voweling or vo alization that he
symbolized simply as a, signifying perfe t aspe t and a tive voi e. The root onsonants are
asso iated with the C slots of the template and
the vowel or vowels with the V slots, produ ing
a omplete stem katab. If the root and the voalization are thought of as morphemes, neither
morpheme o urs ontinuously in the stem. The
same root ktb an ombine with the template
CVCVC and a di erent vo alization ui, signifying
perfe t aspe t and passive voi e, produ ing the
stem kutib, whi h means \was written". Similarly, the root ktb an ombine with template
it is in Malay. In some languages only a part of the stem
is redupli ated and there may be systemati di eren es
between the redupli ate and the base form. We believe
that our approa h to redupli ation an a ount for these
omplex phenomena as well but we annot dis uss the
issue here due to la k of spa e.

5
These patterns ombine what M Carthy (1981)
would all templates and vo alizations.
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rather slowly; and later, using Xerox nite-state
te hnology (Beesley, 1996; Beesley, 1998a), a
new implementation that interse ted the stems
at ompile time and performed well at runtime.
The 1996 algorithm that interse ted roots and
patterns into stems, and substituted the original
roots and patterns on just the lower side with
the interse ted stem, was admittedly rather ad
ho and omputationally intensive, taking over
two hours to handle about 90,000 stems on a
SUN Ultra workstation. The ompile-repla e
algorithm is a vast improvement in both generality and eÆ ien y, produ ing the same result
in a few minutes.
Following the lines of Kataja and Koskenniemi (1988), we ould de ne intermediate networks with regular-expression substrings that
indi ate the interse tion of suitably en oded
roots, templates, and vo alizations (for a formal des ription of what su h regular-expression
substrings would look like, see Beesley (1998 ;
1998b)). However, the general-purpose interse tion algorithm would be expensive in any
non-trivial appli ation, and the interdigitation
of stems represents a spe ial ase of interse tion
that we a hieve in pra ti e by a mu h more efient nite-state algorithm alled merge.
3.2.2

works. If the new path terminates in a non- nal
state, it represents a failure and will eventually
be pruned out.
The operation starts in the initial state of the
original networks. At ea h point, the algorithm
tries to nd all the su essful mat hes between
the template ar s and ller ar s. A mat h is
su essful if the ller ar symbol is in luded in
the lass designated by the template ar symbol. The main di eren e between merge and
lassi al interse tion is in Conditions 1 and 2
below:
1. If a su essful mat h is found, a new ar is
added to the urrent result state. The ar
is labeled with the ller ar symbol; its destination is the result state that orresponds
to the two original destinations.
2. If no su essful mat h is found for a given
template ar , the ar is opied into the urrent result state. Its destination is the result state that orresponds to the destination of the template ar and the urrent
ller state.
In e e t, Condition 2 preserves any template
ar that does not nd a mat h. In that ase,
the path in the template network advan es to
a new state while the path in the ller network
stays at the urrent state.
We use the networks in Figure 13 to illustrate
the e e t of the merge algorithm. Figure 13
shows a linear template network and two ller
networks, one of whi h is y li .

Merge

The merge algorithm is a pattern- lling operation that ombines two regular languages, a
template and a ller, into a single one. The
strings of the ller language onsist of ordinary
symbols su h as d, r, s, u, i. The template
expressions may ontain spe ial lass symbols
su h as C (= onsonant) or V (= vowel) that
represent a prede ned set of ordinary symbols.
The obje tive of the merge operation is to align
the template strings with the ller strings and
to instantiate the lass symbols of the template
as the mat hing ller symbols.
Like interse tion, the merge algorithm operates by following two paths, one in the template
network, the other in the ller network, and it
onstru ts the orresponding single path in the
result network. Every state in the result orresponds to two original states, one in template,
the other in the ller. If the original states are
both nal, the resulting state is also nal; otherwise it is non- nal. In other words, in order to
onstru t a su essful path, the algorithm must
rea h a nal state in both of the original net-

C

V

d

V

r

C

s

V

u

C

i

Figure 13: A Template Network and Two Filler
Networks
It is easy to see that the merge of the drs
network with the template network yields the
result shown in Figure 14. The three symbols
of the ller string are instantiated in the three
onsonant slots in the CVVCVC template.
d

V

V

r

V

Figure 14: Intermediate Result.
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s

Lexi al:
Surfa e:

k t b =Root C V C V C =Template a + =Vo
^[ k t b .m>. C V C V C
.<m. a +
^℄

Lexi al:
Surfa e:

k t b =Root C V C V C =Template u * i =Vo
^[ k t b .m>. C V C V C
.<m. u * i
^℄

Lexi al:
Surfa e:

d r s =Root C V V C V C =Template u * i =Vo
^[ d r s .m>. C V V C V C .<m.
u * i
^℄

Figure 16: Initial paths
d

u

u

r

i

this example, the rst merge instantiates the
ller onsonants, the se ond operation lls the
vowel slots. However, the order in whi h the
merge operations are performed is irrelevant in
this ase be ause the two ller languages do not
provide ompeting instantiations for the same
lass symbols.

s

Figure 15: Final Result
Figure 15 presents the nal result in whi h
the se ond ller network in Figure 13 is merged
with the intermediate result shown in Figure 14.
In this ase, the ller language ontains an innite set of strings, but only one su essful path
an be onstru ted. Be ause the ller string
ends with a single i, the rst two V symbols
an be instantiated only as u. Note that ordinary symbols in the partially lled template are
treated like the lass symbols that do not nd a
mat h. That is, they are opied into the result
in their urrent position without onsuming a
ller symbol.
To introdu e the merge operation into the
Xerox regular expression al ulus we need to
hoose an operator symbol. Be ause merge, like
subtra tion, is a non- ommutative operation,
we also must distinguish between the template
and the ller. For example, we ould hoose
.m. as the operator and de ide by onvention
whi h of the two operands plays whi h role in
expressions su h as [A .m. B℄. What we a tually have done, perhaps without a suÆ iently
good motivation, is to introdu e two variants of
the merge operator, .<m. and .m>., that differ only with respe t to whether the template is
to the left (.<m.) or to the right (.m>.) of
the ller. The expression [A .<m. B℄ represents the same merge operation as [B .m>. A℄.
In both ases, A denotes the template, B denotes
the ller, and the result is the same. With these
new operators, the network in Figure 15 an be
ompiled from an expression su h as

3.2.3

Merging Roots and Vo alizations
with Templates

Following the tradition, we an represent the
lexi al forms of Arabi stems as onsisting of
three omponents, a onsonantal root, a CV template and a vo alization, possibly pre eded and
followed by additional aÆxes. In ontrast to
M Carthy, Kay, and Kiraz, we ombine the
three omponents into a single proje tion. In a
sense, M Carthy's three tiers are on ated into
a single one with three distin t parts. In our
opinion, there is no substantive di eren e from
a omputational point of view.
For example, the initial lexi al representation
of the surfa e forms katab, kutib, and duuris,
may be represented as a on atenation of the
three omponents shown in Figure 16. We use
the symbols =Root, =Template, and =Vo to
designate the three omponents of the lexi al
form. The orresponding initial surfa e form is
a regular-expression substring, ontaining two
merge operators, that will be ompiled and repla ed by the interdigitated surfa e form.
The appli ation of the ompile-repla e operation to the lower side of the initial lexi on yields
a transdu er that maps the Arabi interdigitated forms dire tly into their orresponding tripartite analyses and vi e versa, as illustrated in
Figure 17.
Alternation rules are subsequently omposed
on the lower side of the result to map the interdigitated, but still morphophonemi , strings
into real surfa e strings.

d r s .m>. C V V C V C .<m. u* i
As we have de ned them, .<m. and .m>. are

weakly binding left-asso iative operators. In
9

Lexi al: k t b =Root C V C V C =Template a + =Vo
Surfa e:
k a t a b
Lexi al: k t b =Root C V C V C =Template u * i =Vo
Surfa e:
k u t i b
Lexi al: d r s =Root C V V C V C =Template u * i =Vo
Surfa e:
d u u r i s

Figure 17: After Applying Compile-Repla e to the Lower Side
Although many Arabi templates are widely
onsidered to be pure CV-patterns, it has
been argued that ertain templates also ontain
\hard-wired" spe i vowels and onsonants.6
For example, the so- alled \FormVIII" template
is onsidered, by some linguists, to ontain an
embedded t: CtVCVC.
The presen e of ordinary symbols in the template does not pose any problem for the analysis adopted here. As we already mentioned
in dis ussing the intermediate representation in
Figure 14, the merge operation treats ordinary
symbols in a partially lled template in the
same manner as it treats unmat hed lass symbols. The merge of a root su h as ktb with the
presumed FormVIII template and the a+ vo alism,

an XML format, ontains approximately 1000
roots, with about 1500 derivational subentries
(i.e. an average of 1.5 derivational pro esses
per root). At ompile time, the XML di tionary is parsed and \downtranslated" into the
sour e format required for the lex ompiler.
The XML di tionary ould be expanded by any
ompetent Malay lexi ographer.
4.2

The urrent Arabi system has been des ribed
in some detail in previous publi ations (Beesley,
1996; Beesley, 1998a; Beesley, 1998b) and is
available for testing on the Internet.7 The modiation of the system to use the ompile-repla e
algorithm has not hanged the size or the behavior of the system in any way, but it has redu ed
the ompilation time from hours to minutes.

any additional me hanism.
4.1

Morphologi al

Analyzer/Generator

k t b .m>. C t V C V C .<m. a+
produ es the desired result, ktatab, without
4

Arabi

5

Status of the Implementations

Con lusion

The well-founded riti ism of traditional implementations of nite-state morphology, that they
are limited to handling on atenative morphota ti s, is a dire t result of their dependen e
on the on atenation operation in morphota ti
des ription. The te hnique des ribed here, implemented in the ompile-repla e algorithm, allows the regular-expression ompiler to reapply
to and modify its own output, e e tively freeing
morphota ti des ription to use any nite-state
operation. Signi ant experiments with Malay
and a mu h larger appli ation in Arabi have
shown the value of this te hnique in handling
two lassi examples of non- on atenative morphota ti s: full-stem redupli ation and Semiti
stem interdigitation. Work remains to be done
in applying the te hnique to other known varieties of non- on atenative morphota ti s.

Malay Morphologi al
Analyzer/Generator

Malay and Indonesian are losely-related languages hara terized by ri h derivation and
little or nothing that ould be alled in e tion. The Malay morphologi al analyzer prototype, written using lex , Repla e Rules, and
ompile-repla e, implements approximately 50
di erent derivational pro esses, in luding prexation, suÆxation, pre x-suÆx pairs ( ir umxation), redupli ation, some in xation, and
ombinations of these pro esses. Ea h root is
marked manually in the sour e di tionary to indi ate the idiosyn rati subset of derivational
pro esses that it undergoes.
The small prototype di tionary, stored in
6
See Beesley (1998 ) for a dis ussion of this ontroversial issue.

7

10

http://www.xr e.xerox. om/resear h/mltt/arabi /

The ompile-repla e algorithm and the merge
operator introdu ed in this paper are general
te hniques not limited to handling the spe i
morphota ti problems we have dis ussed. We
expe t that they will have many other useful
appli ations. One illustration is given in the
Appendix.

be ause the interse tion of dog with the inverted form god is empty. Only the palindromes survive the operation. The extra tion of all the palindromes from the 25K Unix
/usr/di t/words le by this method takes a ouple of se onds.

6

Evan L. Antworth. 1990.
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